Year 2 Termly Overview 2020-21
Term 4
Term theme(s)/Line(s) of enquiry: Living and Growing
Texts and genres:
Topic lessons will have a high focus on English and Maths and are highlighted on planner as follows:
English Across the Curriculum: Science instructions, plant diary, descriptions and comparing locations
Maths Across the Curriculum: Shape in art, direction and positional language in geography
PSHE Scarf resources: Theme Being our Best
Class story: The boy who grew dragons
Writing
Week
(incl
Grammar)

Maths
Number
Statistics

1

2

Poetry

The Last Wolf Mini
Grey
Setting
description

Number
Addition and
subtraction

Topic Lesson
1

Topic
Lesson 2

Topic
Lesson 3

Science- recognising
plants
Planning what we would
like to grow in the garden
Identify and describe
different seeds and how
different parts of the
plants are the seeds

Watch live
streaming of The
Lorax at the Old
Vic and discuss
Earth Day and
importance of
looking after the
environment

Watch live
streaming of The
Lorax at the Old Vic
and discuss Earth
Day and importance
of looking after the
environment

Plant seeds in the
classroom and
seedlings in the
garden.

Locate continents,
equator, tropics
and poles and the
climate in these
areas

Explore landmarks
human and physical
features of London
and surrounding
area
Google Earth

Explore landmarks
human and physical
features of Tanzania
and surrounding area
Google Earth
Compare with UK

Locate continents,
equator, tropics and
poles and the climate in
these areas

Topic Lesson
4

Topic
Lesson 5

Topic
Lesson 6

working
scientifically
set up an
experiment to
grow the best
plant(how do we
plant them and
where should they
grow)

working
scientifically
set up an
experiment to
grow the best
plant(how do we
plant them and
where should they
grow)

Explore animals in
UK and their
habitats

Explore animals in
Tanzania and their
habitats

Number
Addition and
subtraction

3

The Last Wolf
Diary entry

4

The Last Wolf
Letter

5

Wangari tree of
peace
biography

6

Wangari tree of
peace
biography

Number
Multiplication and
division

Measure
Capacity

Measure
Capacity

Observe the work
of Georgia
O'Keeffe
and Angie Lewin

develop a range of
drawing skills

develop a range of
drawing skills

Observational
drawings of plants
and fruit and
vegetables

Computing online safety

Computer
programming
Scratch Junior

Computer
programming
Scratch Junior

Computer
programming
Scratch Junior

Look at Plant
structure.
Observe, label and
understand
different functions

Look at Plant structure.
Observe, label and
understand different
function

Collate all data
collected about
the plants grown
in class.
record data and
make conclusions

Collate all data
collected about the
plants grown in
class.
record data and
make conclusions

Spanish colours

Spanish colours

RSE

D and A

RE
The Natural world

RE
The Natural world

RE
The Natural world

Tanzania animals and
their habitat
Non -Chronologial report

Create a piece of
work in the style of
studied artists

